Host character list
Expansion pack #2

All players are optional – 5 female, 4 either, 3 male
The costume suggestions are only suggestions – they can wear any costume they wish and simply wear their name tag.

CHARACTER

SUSPECT BIO

SUGGESTED
ATTIRE

BROGAN MEYERS
Haunted House Actor

Brogan Meyers is well known for his/her ability
to creep anybody out in the room. Brogan is a
haunted house actor who takes his/her job very
seriously as s/he is always practicing his/her
craft.

Scary costume of any
kind such as a
vampire,
Frankenstein, etc.

Danny Flower is the unbearable owner of
Discount Donuts. Danny’s face is plastered
across televisions in Spider City every hour with
one of many highly annoying Discount Donuts
commercials. Danny sells donuts like they were
used cars!

Donut costume.

Bryn Watson is the elegant spokesperson for
Gekko Insurance. Everybody knows Bryn’s
charming Australian-accented voice from the
Gekko Insurance commercials, but nobody has
seen Bryn in person. Who is the mysterious
person behind the gecko?

Gekko costume

Nat Dizzle is the overbearing police officer from
the Spider City Police Department. Corrupt as
they come, Nat is known for accepting bribes
and working with the mob scene in the
underground of Spider City.

Police costume

Joy Diver is the cheerful flight attendant for
Plumet Airlines. Rumor has it that this friendly
flier once had a lucrative job for American
Airways, but she defended a pilot who pranked
the plane by claiming there was a snake in the
cockpit. Oops! Joy shouldn’t have stood up for
him! Loyalty is definitely her downfall.

Flight attendant
costume.

Miss Robinson is the stressed-out mother of 9month-old nonuplets. She’s had her share of
media coverage, as she has had to beg the
community for help with her nine children. She
swears the nine births were natural and had
nothing to do with fertility drugs!

Mother / housewife
costume. Optional to
have 9 baby dolls to
carry around with you
– if you are up for a
challenge.

Flo Meller is the no-nonsense waitress at
Pinkie’s Diner. Flo doesn’t give second chances
and will not deal with disrespectful customers.
She has asked security to escort out a number
of customers from the diner just for not saying
please!

1950’s style diner
waitress costume.

Optional character
either
DANNY FLOWER
Owner, Discount Donuts
Optional character
either
BRYN WATSON
Gekko Insurance
Voice Actor
Optional character
either
NAT DIZZLE
Police Officer
Optional character
either
JOY DIVER
Flight Attendant, Plumet
Airlines
Optional character
female
MISS ROBINSON
Mother of Nonuplets
Optional character
female
FLO MELLER
Waitress, Pinkie’s Diner
Optional character
female
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ANGELICA DEVILLE
Amusement Park
Character
Optional character
female
GERTRUDE SCHMITZ
Waitress, Otto’s Beer
Garden
Optional character
female
LARRY LAZE
Mailman
Optional character
male
POINDEXTER
RAMEN
Computer Tech, Apple
Worm Computers
Optional character
male
BRUCE KENT
Founder, Spider City
Citizens on Patrol
Optional character
male

Angelica Deville is the wicked amusement
character at the Dark Shadow Amusement Park.
Angelica plays the role of the Evil Queen and
she certainly fits the part. Some say she was a
bully back in high school and nothing has
changed. She has it out for Ella Frost who plays
Emma the Ice Princess– and everybody knows
it.
Gertrude Schmitz is the feisty waitress at Otto’s
Beer Garden in the heart of Spider City.
Gertrude is a fun-loving girl with a kind heart.
However, her friends have been taking
advantage of her because she is so nice, and
her sweet demeanor has recently soured.

Evil Queen costume.

German waitress /
Oktoberfest costume.

Larry Laze is the slothful mailman who works for
the federal post. If you are expecting an
important package, you shouldn’t mail it via the
post office, as you only have a slight chance he
will deliver it to your door. But according to
Larry, it is never his fault.

Mailman costume.
Bring an optional
pillow with you in case
you want to take a
quick nap.

Poindexter Ramen is the insightful computer
technician. He manages the Prodigy Bar at the
Apple Worm Computers store, and if you have a
problem with your technological devices, he’s
the one who will fix them! Poindexter is supernerdy, but quite helpful.

Nerd costume.

Bruce Kent is the heroic founder of Citizens on
Patrol—a civilian-based crime fighting
organization in Spider City. Bruce asks that all
members of the group wear the superhero
costume that fits their personality the best. Since
the organization began 2 weeks ago, crime has
gone down in Spider City 5%!
*This character may be expanded to include up
to 10-15 members of the Citizens on Patrol
members – both male/female.
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Wear whatever
superhero costume
fits your personality
and own it!

